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M2852x — Migration from and 
Differences between the CX2822x 
to the M2852x

Application Note

Migration
This application note discusses the issues of migrating from the CX2822x IMA device to the 
M2852x IMA device. Migration should be very straight forward for users migrating to the 
M2852x who have used the CX28229TAP (Telecom Application Package). The software 
interface should be identical with the exception of a compile flag. The software will work with 
both the CX28229 and M28529 devices. The software API will handle the differences between 
the two devices. The M28529TAP should be compiled in the same manner as the CX28229TAP.

Differences
The footprint of the M2852x is now a 484 pin PBGA versus the 256 pin BGA used for the 
CX28229. Due to enhanced features and increased serial ports count, the power consumption 
will also be increased in the new device.

The major changes between the two devices are as follows:

CX28229 M28529

256 pin BGA Package 484 pin PBGA package

Supports link rates between 64k 
and 3.072 Mb/s

Supports link rates between 
64k-8.192Mb/s 

Supports only 32 facilities and 
only 8 links/groups

Supports 32 facilities with up 
to 32 links/group

256K internal memory 512K internal memory

Supported 25 ms differential delay 
without external RAM.

Now supports 50ms 
differential delay without 
external RAM.

PHY interface only supported 8 bit 
UTOPIA Level 2.

PHY Interface now supports 8/
16 bit UTOPIA Level 2
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M2852x Application  Note  
Other improvements in the M2852x over the CX2852x are as follows:
• Improved Diagnostic/Loopback capabilities.
• Now supports fractional T1/E1 (without external hardware).
• Now supports Interleaved Highway operation.

To compile the IMA driver for the M2852x devices, the compile flag “HW_IMA_PRODUCT” 
should be set to:

HW_IMA_PRODUCT= M28529 or
HW_IMA_PRODUCT= M28525

For the CX2822x series of parts, this compile flag is set to either CX28229, CX28225, or 
CX28224.

Only 8 serial links supported 
without external devices

32 serial links now built into 
the device.

CX28229 M28529

256 pin BGA Package 484 pin PBGA package

Supports link rates between 64k 
and 3.072 Mb/s

Supports link rates between 
64k-8.192Mb/s 

Supports only 32 facilities and 
only 8 links/groups

Supports 32 facilities with up 
to 32 links/group
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